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The Vicar Writes
How are you coping with lockdown? It wasn’t lost on me
that the limitations that were placed on us arrived during
Lent, the season traditionally associated with self-limitation.
But the traditional giving up of chocolate pales into
insigniﬁcance in comparison with not being able to see friends, or to go to
school or church, let alone being unable to have cuddles with a new grandchild, or not being allowed to visit a relative who is dying.
There is a reason why we normally meet in person, and a reason why solitary
conﬁnement is such a severe punishment. So, really, how are you doing? Be
in touch, let us know, give a friend a call. Be kind to yourself.
Have you asked yourself the question ‘where is God in all of this?’. Where is
the God we know as triune, as pure relationship itself, in a world that is without the usual closeness of contact and comfort? This Sunday’s readings
almost rub our noses in it; the followers in Acts devote themselves to
fellowship, all who believed were together; Jesus proclaims to us that he
came so that those who believe might have life in all its abundant fullness.
Words which feel somewhat hollow right now. During Lent we always have
the promise of Easter to look forward to, and yet in lockdown it sll doesn’t
feel like Easter has fully arrived. The rational thinkers may put their hope in
an explanation from God, the more romantic of us may hope to feel his comfort so they can breath a sigh of relief, but what if there are just no answers?
What if instead, as T.S. Eliot recognised in the early 1940s, we need to just
wait, and wait without hope:
I said to my soul, be still, and wait without hope for hope would be hope for
the wrong thing; wait without love, for love would be love of the wrong
thing; there is yet faith but the faith and the love and the hope are all in the
waiting. Wait without thought, for you are not ready for thought: so the
darkness shall be the light, and the stillness the dancing. (Extract from East
Coker by T.S. Eliot)
Waiting without hope, without a false expectation, takes us out of our selfcenteredness (what do you think coping with a pandemic might be like for
those in a refugee camp or war zone?) It not only gives us the space to express what is going on inside ourselves but it also helps us deeply engage
with a God who does just the same.
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God laments too. That is the picture we get from the Bible, God is not unmoved, God, even though he is omniscient and omnibenevolent, is also
aﬀected by the world and feels that same sense of desolation in isolation.
The Psalms come into their own in expressing lament, as Andrew has been
exploring over the past weeks, the sense of forsakenness by God, the sense
of frustration and sorrow. Some of these psalms end in comfort, others don’t.
The Christian vocation in all its fullness includes seasons of lamenting, and
includes not being able to explain what is happening, nor feeling comforted,
because instead the ‘faith and the love and the hope are all in the waing’, in
the space we create in which the God of healing and love can enter and inhabit, and the space out of which new possibilities can come.
The omniscient God knows all the answers as the creator-scientist, the
omnibenevolent God has endless intimacy to give as the spirit-comforter, yet
the lamenting God sits with us in the unknowing and the discomfort even
though he could just give us the solution or help us breathe a sigh of relief.
Perhaps this is precisely so that the darkness and stillness can grow into the
light and the dancing. With this understanding, should we then choose to
turn what we know of God into praise for who he is, rather than lamenting
the silence and distance we feel from him, then for me R. S. Thomas (the
Anglican priest and poet) captures some of these tensions his poem ‘Praise’
included below.
The artist-scientist God is both the analytical coldness of the scientiﬁc
equation and the gracious beauty of Beethoven concerto, he holds the baﬄed
reasons of our minds and the confused feelings of hearts.
The last line of that poem is so apposite as well, ‘[You answer] our most
complex / prayers with the simplicity / of a ﬂower, confronting / us, when
we would domesticate you / to our uses, with the rioting / viruses under our
lens.
God bless, Adam.
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Praise by R.S. Thomas
I praise you because
you are artist and scientist
in one. When I am somewhat
fearful of your power,
your ability to work miracles
with a set-square, I hear
you murmuring to yourself
in a notation Beethoven
dreamed of but never achieved.
You run oﬀ your scales of
rain water and sea water, play
the chords of the morning
and evening light, sculpture
with shadow, join together leaf
by leaf, when spring
comes, the stanzas of
an immense poem. You speak
all languages and none,
answering our most complex
prayers with the simplicity
of a ﬂower, confronting
us, when we would domesticate you

to our uses, with the rioting
viruses under our lens.
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Doorway is a charity drop-in centre for those who are homeless, sofa surfing
or who have complex issues that might affect their ability to acquire and / or
sustain a tenancy.

A HUGE thank you to Peter Self for donating over 80 Easter eggs to
Doorway this year.

Don’t delay seeking medical help because of coronavirus
People living in Wiltshire are being advised not to let worries
about coronavirus stop them asking for medical help for themselves or their children if they become ill, have a serious accident
or have a concern about their health.
They are also being warned that not seeking medical help for
symptoms that could be the early warning signs of serious conditions such as cancer could be putting lives at risk.
The warning comes as new data shows a considerable drop in the
number of people coming forward to ask their GP for help and
advice during the coronavirus outbreak.
Recent statistics show that, in Bath alone, the total number of
weekly referrals from GPs to the Royal United Hospital have fallen from around 2,000 at the beginning of March to 300 at the end
of April.
In Swindon, the average number of patients being sent by their
GP to the Great Western Hospital for further investigations into
symptoms that suggest cancer each week has dropped by more
than 200 to 80.
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Dr Ruth Grabham, Medical Director at BaNES, Swindon and
Wiltshire CCG, said the statistics made for worrying reading
because the drop in numbers “is not because people are not
experiencing symptoms.”
“While it may seem that coronavirus has put a stop to most
aspects of everyday life, the one thing it hasn ’t stopped is what’s
going on inside our bodies,” she says. “Now more than ever, we
need to pay attention to anything that isn ’t normal and seek help
early on.
“For example, if you notice blood when going to the toilet, or if
you’ve found a lump that wasn’t there previously, or if you’ve
just noticed something odd that is causing you to worry, you need
to speak to your GP.
“Should the symptom be the early warning sign of something
serious like cancer, that delay in seeking help could have serious
implications for how successful possible treatments may be. ”
Although GP practices across the region have adopted new ways
of working, such as establishing isolated clinics for potential
coronavirus patients, the practices themselves are still open to
offer care, treatment, advice and peace -of-mind.
The same also goes for emergency departments at the three
hospitals in Bath, Swindon and Salisbury, all of which continue to
be open 24 hours a day for people with a genuine and life threatening health concern.
Additionally, all healthcare facilities in the region, as well as
those elsewhere in the country, have put in place stringent
infection control measures to ensure that the risk of contracting
coronavirus while visiting a hospital or GP surgery remains low.
Details of which services continue to open, as well as how to get in
contact, can be found online by visiting www.bswccg.nhs.uk
For information about local hospital services visit https://
www.ruh.nhs.uk/, www.gwh.nhs.uk or www.salisbury.nhs.uk
Further information on how to stay well throughout the coronavirus
outbreak can be found at
www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19.
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On the Covid Frontline – Friday 17th April
Nigel Beeton works in Radiology in a hospital in the East of England. During
this time of the coronavirus crisis, he is writing a weekly diary of his life at
the hospital.
And so it goes on, day after day, week after week. I have had a long career in
radiography, I started with the race riots in the early 80s. I have dealt with
coach crashes and multi-vehicle pile ups, I have seen plenty of tragedy and
trauma, quite enough for a lifetime.
A major accident is terrible for those affected, and hard work for those
dealing with it, and for a time everything is very abnormal. But then comes
the standing-down phase, staff are debriefed, and the hospital returns to
normal, even as we reflect on those whose lives will never be the same.
In my whole career I never considered the possibility of ‘abnormal’ going on
for so long. I almost can’t remember a time when we weren’t keeping a
significant distance between ourselves and our fellow human beings, wearing
scary looking kit if we have to come close. A time when we didn’t have to
insist that patients attended alone, but could still have their nearest and
dearest to support them in their hour of need.
This is one of the most distressing aspects of this coronavirus. It has driven
us apart at such a frightening time that we just want to cling onto those we
love. Spare a thought in your prayers for those who live alone, who do not
have loved ones in their homes simply to hug them when they are scared.
But pray earnestly for those who are torn even from their nearest family
members when they develop severe symptoms. The ambulance comes and
they simply do not know whether they will ever see their families again; do
not know if they will ever again feel the comfort of a hand to hold or the
touch of another person’s lips on them.
It is so, so hard for the staff caring for them as they approach death, when
they can only relay messages from family and are themselves separated from
the patient by PPE. This tears at the very souls of nurses who do what they
do because they care about comforting their fellow humans.
It is not so intense for radiographers but it is multiplied by the numbers that
are seen on every shift. Thank you for your applause each Thursday evening,
it is VERY much appreciated, but as I applaud I do so for people who go
back to work on each shift facing not only a virus that has the potential to kill
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them, but also significant and repeated emotional trauma.
It is difficult, under these circumstances, to understand or even to forgive
those who fail to do their bit to stem the spread of the virus. Given what
these nurses, radiographers, and other care staff are facing each and every
day, is it really so hard to simply stay at home? Given what these poor patients and their families are going through, is it so hard to follow the rules?
A birthday on the Covid Frontline – Friday 24th April
Nigel Beeton works in Radiology in a hospital in the East of England. During
this time of the coronavirus crisis, he is writing a weekly diary of his life at
the hospital.
There was a group of my staff just standing in the waiting area outside one of
the CT scanning rooms the other day. I opened my mouth to speak but one of
then caught my eye and put his gloved finger in front of his visor in the
universally understood bid to be silent, understood despite the fact that his
lips were separated from his finger by the visor and a face mask. They don’t
often shush their boss, so I very obediently closed my mouth again.
The door to the room opened, and an elderly patient appeared, accompanied
by another radiographer.
“Happy Birthday Mabel!” everyone chorused (I’ve changed her name to
protect her confidentiality.)
Happy Birthday to you,
Happy Birthday to you!
Happy Birthday, dear Mabel,
Happy Birthday to you!
Even I joined in. I’m not sure if my singing voice is up to much, but my
sentiments were genuine. I hoped she’d have a good birthday.
We all rounded off the melody with a round of applause, latex gloves make a
strange popping noise if you clap while wearing them.
Dear Mabel loved it. She was clearly surprised and taken aback by the sight
of half a dozen staff in PPE singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to her, but the
experience had transformed an alien world of CT scanners and PPE into a
familiar one of birthday wishes and a well-known song. “Oh, thank you
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everyone, you’re all so kind; my family can’t be with me today. Usually they
come for my birthday.”
Mabel, in her eighties, was self-isolating due to her age, but still living
independently at home. We check dates of birth as part of ensuring that we
are doing the right thing for the right patient, and so my colleague had
clocked that today was her birthday. Having got to know her well enough
during the setting up stage to be happy that she wouldn’t mind, he conspired
with his colleagues while watching the scanner do its stuff.
The coronavirus may be keeping us separated from one another, but it is
spurring us all on to make greater efforts to be connected to one another, to
show our humanity towards one another. Someone bought us lunch today. It
appeared in pots by our gate, and we sat down and enjoyed a meal of
restaurant quality food. Our friends had supported a local restaurant which,
in its hour of need has branched out into ‘meals on wheels’, and shown us
such love and concern that a tear was brought to my eye.
I hope and pray that the coronavirus will soon fade into history. But I pray
equally fervently that its legacy of connected humanity will last for many,
many years to come.
The Church of England has published a leaflet giving five tips to help
loneliness:
Pray. Light a candle, if safe, and pray for hope, faith and strength to keep
loving and caring for each other during this time of struggle.
Talk about how you feel. This may be difficult if you are self-isolating, but
do use the telephone, internet, and social media. If you need to contact a
counsellor this can be arranged by your GP, or via local agencies, or
privately. Samaritans are there 24 hours a day, every day, and it’s free to
call them on 116 123.
Focus on the things that you can change, not on the things you can’t.
Look after yourself – physically, emotionally, spiritually. Plan in things that
you enjoy at regular intervals during the day – a TV programme, a phone
call, a book, a favourite dish, a game.
Look after others. Even if only in small ways, but do what you can: a smile,
a kind word, writing a letter or an email.
Go to: https://www.churchofengland.org/faith-action/mental-healthresources/dealing-loneliness-and-isolation-five-top-tips
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Don’t blame the animals
“By creating distressed and sick animals, we are harming ourselves,” claims
Dr Aysha Akhtar, a neurologist and public health specialist and a Commander in the US Public Health Service.
“Three-fourths of emerging human infectious diseases come from animals.
But it’s not the animals’ fault. If we want to prevent these diseases and save
millions of people from untold suffering, we have to face the inevitable and
uncomfortable truth: the real culprit is how we choose to relate with and
treat animals.
“Although it’s too late to prevent the current pandemic, perhaps we can prevent another one if we take a moment to look at how most new infectious
diseases arrive on our doorstep in the first place.”
Dr Akhtar is a Fellow of the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics (OCAE), and
author of Our Symphony with Animals and Animals and Public Health. She
insists that there is a direct link between human welfare and animal welfare:
“Just as humans are more likely to succumb to disease when we are stressed,
weakened or wounded, these same factors also suppress the immune systems
in animals, leaving them extremely vulnerable to catching new infections.
As a result, the worldwide animal trade creates very sick animals and ideal
conditions for pathogens to multiply and jump from animal to animal, and
ultimately to humans.”
“To prevent the next pandemic, we need to look beyond the wet markets or
illegal trade in China. The entire, global trade in animals needs to stop. A
virus doesn't care if it's being transmitted through the illegal or legal trade.
The wildlife trade as a whole is detrimental to ecosystems, cruel to animals,
and poses a strong risk of emergence of new viruses. We need to take a hard
look at how we relate with all animals.”
Centre Director, the Revd Professor Andrew Linzey, commented: “A world
in which cruelty to animals goes unchecked is bound to be a morally unsafe
world for human beings. We have always known this in theory, but now it is
increasingly confirmed by science.”
“Too many people still think of sentient beings as just commodities or
resources without any intrinsic value. But thinking this way is spiritually
impoverished and leads to a morally regressive view of animals. Now is the
optimum time for a fundamental rethink.”
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All in the month of MAY
It was:
200 years ago, on 11th May 1820 that the British Royal Navy sloop HMS
Beagle was launched. This was the ship that took the naturalist Charles
Darwin on his scientific voyage around the world (1831-36).
Also 200 years ago: on 12th May 1820 that Florence Nightingale was born.
This Italian-born British social reformer and statistician saved thousands of
lives and became the founder of modern nursing.
175 years ago: on 12th May 1845 that Gabriel Faure, the French composer
was born.
125 years ago: on 20th May 1895 that R J Mitchell was born. This British
aeronautical engineer designed the iconic Supermarine Spitfire fighter plane
as well as several racing seaplanes.
100 years ago: on 17th May 1920 that the Dutch national airline KLM’s first
flight took place, from London to Amsterdam. Scheduled services began in
1921.
90 years ago, on 24th May 1930 that British aviator Amy Johnson became
the first woman to fly solo from England to Australia.
80 years ago, on 2nd May 1940 that the 1940 Olympic Games in Tokyo,
Japan, were cancelled, due to World War II.
80 years ago, 1940: WORLD WAR II
10th May: Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain resigned after losing the
support of many Conservatives in the House of Commons. Succeeded by Winston Churchill.
10th-28th May: It what was called Case Yellow, Germany invaded
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg.
th
10 May: Germany dropped its first bombs on England, at Chilham and
Petham in Kent.
th
13 May: Winston Churchill gave his first speech in the House of Commons, saying: “I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears and
sweat.”
th
14 May: The Home Guard was established, nicknamed Dad’s Army as
it was comprised of volunteers who were ineligible for military
service, usually because of their age.
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26th May-4th June: The Battle of Dunkirk. Allied forces launched a massive evacuation of troops from Dunkirk, France, across the English
Channel to England after they were cut off by approaching German
forces. Nearly 340,000 soldiers were rescued in a hastily assembled
fleet of 800 boats.
75 years ago, 1945: WORLD WAR II
2nd May: The Battle of Berlin ended. Allied victory which led to the surrender of all German forces by 8th/9th May, and the end of the war in
Europe.
th
8 May: VE Day (Victory in Europe) – celebrated as a public holiday.
28th May: British-born Nazi propaganda broadcaster Lord Haw-Haw
(William Joyce) was captured by the British Army and taken to Britain to face trial. (He was convicted of treason and sentenced to death
on 19th September and hanged on 3rd January 1946.)
70 years ago, on 13th May 1950 that the first Formula One World Championship race was held, at Silverstone in England. (This race is also known as the
1950 British Grand Prix.)
60 years ago, on 23rd May 1960 that Israel announced that Nazi Adolf
Eichmann had been captured in Argentina. He was responsible for organising
the mass extermination of Jews in WWII. He was tried, sentenced to death
and executed in June 1962.
50 years ago, on 8th May 1970 that the Beatles released their final album, Let
it Be.
40 years ago, on 5th May 1980 that Operation Nimrod took place, when the
British SAS stormed the Iranian Embassy in London after a six-day siege.
20 years ago, on 3rd May 2000 that Ken Livingstone was elected as the first
Mayor of London.
also 20 years ago, on 12th May 2000 that the Tate Modern art gallery was
opened in London.
10 years ago, on 6th May 2010 that the British General Election ended in a
hung parliament. A coalition government was formed by the Conservative
Party and the Liberal Democrats, with Conservative Party Leader David
Cameron as Prime Minister and Liberal Democrat Nick Clegg as Deputy
Prime Minister.
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Family friendly pub
Large garden, patio area and car park
Just 2 min drive from

Lacock village

NWW CAMRA PUB OF

CLOSED

THE YEAR 2019

Check us out on Face-

book for upcoming
events

NOW OPEN FOR BRUNCH MON – FRI 10.00 – 11.30
Main menu served
Mon – Fri 12.00 – 14.00 and 17.30 – 21.00

Sat and Sun 12.00 – 21.00

Please note the yearly

JF Chimney Sweep
Devizes

Member of “Institute of
Chimneysweeps”

advertising rates for 2019
Full page £180.00
Half page £90.00
Qtr page £45.00
Discount for residents.

Clean, Reliable and Professional
service
Insurance certificate supplied with
each Sweep
Standard Sweep £35
Enquiries call James

Yearly magazine subscriptions are
£5 for twelve issues
If you would like your magazine
delivered please let me know.

t: 07849 423883

Email

e: jfchimneysweep@outlook.com

nancy@thatchcottagelacock.com
Tel: 01249 730398
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‘MAKE YOURSELF HEARD’
What to do if you need urgent police help through
the 999 service, but can’t speak
A campaign has been launched to raise awareness of how to call 999
when you are too frightened to speak out loud.
If you’re in an emergency situation and need police help, but can’t speak,
Make Yourself Heard and let the 999 operator know your call is genuine.
If making a sound would put you or someone else in danger and the BT operator cannot decide whether an emergency service is needed, your call will
be transferred to the Silent Solution system.
The Silent Solution is a police system used to filter out large numbers of
accidental or hoax 999 calls. It also exists to help people who are unable to
speak, but who genuinely need police assistance.
You will hear an automated police message, which lasts for 20 seconds and
begins with ‘you are through to the police’. It will ask you to press 55 to be
put through to police call management. The BT operator will remain on the
line and listen.
If you press 55, they will be notified and transfer the call to the police.
If you don’t press 55, the call will be terminated.
Pressing 55 does not allow police to track your location.
WHAT THEN?
When transferred to your local police force, the police call handler will
attempt to communicate with you by asking simple yes or no questions. If
you are not able to speak, listen carefully to the questions and instructions
from the call handler so they can assess your call and arrange help if needed.
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H.F. STILES & SON LTD 01380 850342
Fourth generation family butcher
Retail butchers established over a century

Beef, Pork and Lamb sourced from local farms and slaughtered at
our own abattoir ensuring that we know exactly where your meat comes
from. All beef hung and matured for 3 weeks

CLOSED

All meat is packed and labelled to your requirement
If you would like anything packed or butchered differently then please ask
and we will be more than happy to help
Please phone with any orders or enquiries that you may have and to find
out about our weekly delivery service.

Opening Times
Monday: 8am – 1pm
Tuesday – Friday: 8am – 5pm (closed between 1pm and 2pm)
Saturday:
8am – 1pm
22 High Street, Bromham, Chippenham, Wiltshire, SN15 2EX
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NORTH WILTS OVEN
CLEANING
Local – Professional –
Affordable
Let me do the dirty work – I
promise a thorough clean of
ovens, hobs, ranges, Aga’s,
microwaves, or BBQ, using eco
friendly and non caustic
materials.

Call Dave now on
07706 084107 or
07703 667036

Don’t Shiver
We Deliver
Seasoned Hardwood
Logs
Call James 07970 781828
Keeping Wiltshire Warm
Www.logstoyou.co.uk

R M HEATH
ROOFING CONTRACTOR
SLATING – TILING – STONE TILING

New roofs – strip and re-tile
Free Estimates

01249 730362
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F. W. Jones & Son
Funeral & Cremation Directors
30 Market Place
Chippenham, Wilts
Phone: Chippenham 01249 652525
Part of Dignity plc.

A British Company

BOB DURRANT
HOME MAINTENANCE SERVICES
No Job Too Small – Just Ask

********

Painting, Decorating, Tiling Kitchen Bedroom & Bathroom Fitting
*********

References available
Telephone – (01249)730679 Mobile – 07732 855834 Email –
durrants007@gmail.com Dolphins, The Wharf, Lacock SN15 2PQ

Home & Business
Computing
Support, help and advice - call for a local and friendly service:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing + set up advice
Broadband, Internet + email
Cloud computing
Share Files, photos etc.
Defence against the dark arts
Backup valuable information
PC, Mac and phones

•
Call Ian on 01225 745732 to talk about what you want and how I can help or see our
web site for more information:
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SHEPPARD DECORATORS
WE CONSIDER PROJECTS OF ALL SIZES
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

www.AdminDone.co.uk

Call Darren for a friendly quote

Not enough time to do all your
admin and paperwork?
Whether you are a small
business or individual,
if you need help,
I can help you.
Please visit my website for
further information

www.AdminDone.co.uk
or call Jane on
07739 750630
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Tel: 01380725652
www.sheppard-decorators.co.uk

CLOSED

|
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(Heating & Air Conditioning) Ltd
SPECIALISTS IN
OIL, GAS, LPG & WARM AIR HEATING SYSTEMS

Servicing & repairs / Installation
Landlord’s Certificates / Gas Safety Records
Tel: (01793) 536871
Email: general@austinheat.com
Website: www.austinheat.com
Trading since 1972

The George Inn ,
4 West Street, Lacock.
tel: 01249 730263
We are in a New CAMRA's
Good Beer Guide

CLOSED
Function area for all your needs available to discuss 01249 730263.
Like us on our FACEBOOK page to keep up to date with all our

OPEN MIC nights, QUIZZES and events.
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Award Winning, Family Run, Farm Shop
Established for over 30 years
Open Daily 9am–6pm 10am–5pm on Sundays
HOME & LOCALLY REARED FRESH MEAT
HOMEMADE SAUSAGES, FAGGOTS & BURGERS

Available daily from our in house Butchery

LOCAL CHEESES & HOME COOKED MEATS
LOCALLY GROWN VEGETABLES
HOMEMADE
CAKES & PIES
CLOSED
LOCALLY MADE
CHOCOLATES &
FUDGE
PRESERVES & CHUTNEYS
LOCAL ALES & CIDERS AND FINE WINES
GIFT HAMPERS
and many more local ingredients …..
www.allingtonfarmshop.co.uk TEL: 01249 658112

Come & sample the unique experience of food
direct from the farm to your plate.
Local, tasty, chef cooked meals at
Allington Café.
Open 9am – 4.30pm Mon-Fri
9am – 5pm Sat & 9.30am – 4pm Sun
Bank Holiday - .00am - 3.45pm

Tel 01249 463326 www.allingtoncafe.co.uk
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Sue Stokes
Decorative Antiques and Textiles
West Street Lacock
Antique textiles, Costume, Folk Art,
Film and TV prop hire and sourcing

CLOSED

Open 11 – 4 Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, Tel:0798624750
suestokes7@hotmail.co.uk
Instagram: SueStokesAntiquesLacock

TLC ‘HELPFUL’ SERVICES
Trustworthy, local lady with
local knowledge to lend a
helping hand (CRB Checked)

CLEANING, IRONING,

SHOPPING,
ADMINISTRATION.
David Nightingale Coachtrimming

DE-CLUTTERING

CARS~CARRIAGES~
AIRCRAFT
TAILOR MADE INTERIORS &
HOODS
20 Gastard, Corsham, SN13 9QN
01249 701271

nightingalenest@onetel.com
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Call Teresa 0781 571 9722
teresacambell@btinternet.com

CLOSED

t : 01249 730 313

e: info@kingjohns.co.uk

21 Church Street, Lacock. Wiltshire, SN15 2LB

:

CLOSED
****
Keep an eye out for new Tasting Events coming soon!

01249 730230 | e: info@signoftheangel.co.uk
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